Reed Cozart is a software engineer at IBM, and an Austin Montessori alum. Reed attended the Austin Montessori children’s house, elementary and adolescent programs (pre-school through middle school). About his time at AMS Reed says, “One of my biggest and fondest memories with AMS was the Full Cycle [9th grade] Trip to Rome. Living in a young city like Austin, it's hard to connect to the history of the ancient world, but traveling to Rome with Don Goertz for two weeks was a history lesson I will not forget.”

After AMS, Reed attended the Austin Waldorf (High) School and the University of Texas at Austin, where he earned his degree in Computer Engineering. After graduation Reed took a job at IBM, where he now works as a Software Engineer on the IBM Cloud. Reed is a runner, and an active member of the Austin running community. His sister Erin and brother Ryan also attended AMS.